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Abstract
We have searched for lepton avour violating Z0!e, Z0!e and Z0! decays in a sample
of 4:0  106 visible Z0 decays collected with the OPAL detector at LEP during 1991 to 1994.
No candidates are found for Z0!e. The samples of selected Z0!e and Z0! candidates
are consistent with the expected background. The following limits are set at 95% con dence
level:
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1 Introduction
There are no strong theoretical arguments to explain the apparent conservation of lepton avour. The existence of massive neutrinos or the validity of extensions of the Standard Model,
for example supersymmetry, could cause avour changing neutral currents and lepton avour
violation (LFV) in Z0 decays [1, 2].
All previous searches for lepton avour violation have reported negative results [3]. Low-q2
reactions provide stringent constraints on the violation of  lepton avour. For example, the
90% c.l. limit on the branching ratio of  ! eee of 1:0  10 12 [4] can be interpreted as a limit
on BR(Z0!e) of 7:4  10 13 [1]. Such low-energy limits may not apply, however, in models
with q2-dependent form factors in the interaction.
Searches for neutrinoless  decays lead to much less stringent limits for the conservation of
 avour. The CLEO and ARGUS experiments [5] have reported searches for neutrinoless 
decays such as  ! eee and  !  which imply BR(Z0!e ) < 5:410 5 and
BR(Z0! ) <
p
7:1  10 5 at 90% c.l. [1]. A direct search for LFV in e+ e annihilation at s = 29 GeV has
been performed [6], but the measurement is insensitive to LFV arising from couplings to the Z0 .
A direct but statistically limited search for Z0!e in pp collision data by the UA1 experiment
found no signal [7], resulting in the limit BR(Z0!e) < 2:2  10 3 at 90% c.l.. Recent results
from the LEP experiments can be found in [8] - [11]. The most stringent 95% c.l. limits, from
[11], are: BR(Z0!e) < 0:6  10 5 , BR(Z0!e ) < 1:3  10 5 and BR(Z0! ) < 1:9  10 5 .
In this paper we present direct searches for Z0 decays to e, e and  , within a sample of
4:0  106 visible Z0 decays collected with the OPAL detector at LEP during 1991 to 1994.

2 The OPAL Detector
The OPAL detector, which is described in detail in [12], is a multipurpose apparatus having an
acceptance of nearly 4 steradians. The components of the detector relevant for this analysis
are brie y described below. A right-handed coordinate system is adopted where the x-axis
points to the centre of the LEP ring, and positive z is along the direction of the electron beam.
The angles  and  are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively.
The trajectories, momenta and energy loss of charged particles are measured in the tracking
system, consisting of a silicon micro-vertex detector, a vertex drift chamber and a large volume
jet-chamber surrounded by z-chambers which measure charged track coordinates in the direction
parallel to the beam axis. The tracking system, under a pressure of 4 bar, is located inside
a solenoidal coil which provides a uniform magnetic eld of 0.435 Tesla. The jet-chamber
measures up to 159 space points between 25.5 cm and 184.5 cm, which can be used to measure
the track coordinates and the energy loss. The momentum resolution for 45 GeV muons is
5.3%.
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The inactive material in front of the calorimeters, mainly the pressure vessel of the central
detector and the coil, amounts to approximately two radiation lengths/sin  for j cos j < 0:68.
For the region j cos j  0:68, additional detector material in front of the calorimeters signicantly degrades the measured energy resolution. Therefore the analysis is restricted to the
barrel region (j cos j < 0:68). The coil is surrounded by a scintillator counter array with
160 azimuthal segments for time-of- ight (TOF) measurement. This is followed by the barrel
electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of a presampler in front of a cylindrical array of 9440
lead-glass blocks of 24.6 radiation lengths with pointing geometry. The barrel calorimeter covers j cos j < 0:82. The energy resolution for 45 GeV electrons is 2.5%. The iron return yoke
of the magnet is instrumented as a hadron calorimeter, with nine layers of streamer tubes lying
parallel to the beam axis, separated by 10-cm thick layers of iron. Inductive strips parallel to
each of the 38000 tubes provide muon identi cation. Muons are also identi ed in four layers of
drift chambers surrounding the hadron calorimeter.
The trigger of the OPAL experiment, possessing substantial redundancy, provides a measured eciency close to 100% for lepton pairs in the barrel region [13].

3 Overview of the Analysis Procedure
The data were collected in the years 1991 to 1994 at centre of mass energies between 88 GeV
and 94 GeV, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 129 pb 1.
The event topology for a Z0 decaying to an unlike pair of leptons (e, e or  ) is a positively
charged lepton (e+, + or  +) with the beam energy emitted opposite to a negatively charged
lepton (e ,  or  ) with a di erent avour and also with the beam energy. The  appears
as a highly collimated jet of one or more charged particles, often accompanied by photons.
The total visible energy of  jets is usually signi cantly less than the beam energy because of
undetected neutrinos.
A sample of collinear lepton-pair events is preselected, including events from Z0! e+e , Z0!
+  and Z0 !  +  decays. In this preselection no requirement is made that the lepton avour
on both sides is the same. Only events which contain exactly two charged non-overlapping cones
and no neutral cones are considered further. A charged cone consists of charged tracks and
electromagnetic clusters [14] within a cone of half-angle 35 and a neutral cone consists of
electromagnetic clusters without charged tracks within a cone of the same size [15].
The identi cation is done for each cone individually by a likelihood method which distinguishes the lepton avour on the basis of variables such as the number of charged tracks, the
number of electromagnetic clusters, matching quality variables, etc. This procedure is described in detail in section 5. Cones which are identi ed as either an e,  or  are then selected by
cutting on this `lepton avour likelihood' and other discriminating variables. In order to reduce
the di erent background sources in the three search channels, the cuts on these discriminating
variables are tuned separately for each search channel using simulated events.
In the search for Z0!e one cone has to be identi ed as an electron and the other as a
muon. The number of e events is extracted from a 2-dimensional distribution of (E Ebeam)=E
5

of the electron candidate versus (p pbeam )=p of the muon candidate, where E denotes the
total electromagnetic cone energy of the electron candidate, E its error, p the total charged
track cone momentum for the muon candidate and p its error. In this channel the dominant
background comes from Z0!  + events, where one  decays to an electron and the other to
a muon.
Events consisting of an identi ed electron cone and an identi ed  cone are candidates for
the Z0!e search. Apart from possible Z0!e decays this sample contains events mainly from
Z0!  + where one  decays to an electron and a small fraction from Z0! e+e events
with one electron misidenti ed. The energy spectrum of the electron candidates is used for
extracting the number of events from Z0!e . Electrons from Z0!e events would have the
beam energy, whereas electron candidates from Z0!  +  events have a broad spectrum. A
sum of these distributions is tted to the observed spectrum using a likelihood t. The 95%
con dence level limit is derived from the integration of the likelihood function.
The search in the  channel is similar to the e search, but with the t now applied to
the momentum spectrum of the muon candidates. Apart from possible Z0! decays the 
sample contains events mainly from Z0!  + and a small fraction from Z0! +  events
with one muon misidenti ed.
The 95% con dence level limits on each of the lepton avour violating branching ratios are
obtained by correcting for the event selection eciencies and normalizing to the measured decay
rate of Z0! +  . Systematic uncertainties in the analysis are included in the calculation.

4 Preselection of Lepton Pairs
Lepton pair candidates are preselected from a sample of events satisfying the preselection cuts
described in [13] and [15]. To reject background events arising from cosmic rays and two-photon
events some additional cuts [14] are made. Events are further required to satisfy the following
conditions:

 the polar angles i of both cones satisfy j cos ij < 0:68, where the direction of the cone





is calculated from the momentum sum of the charged tracks and the energy sum of the
clusters in the cone
exactly two charged cones are found
no neutral cones are found
the acollinearity angle between the axes of the two cones must be less than 10
no energy measured in the forward detectors.

The lepton pair preselection eciencies for events within j cos ij < 0:68, determined using
Z0! e+ e , Z0! +  and Z0!  + Monte Carlo events, are (90:16  0:02)% for Z0! e+e ,
(92:38  0:01)% for Z0! +  and (87:58  0:01)% for Z0!  + events (only statistical errors
are given). These preselection eciencies have been checked with data and the systematic
errors are approximately 0:1%.
6

5 Lepton Identi cation
Leptons are identi ed by means of a likelihood method. Suitable variables to separate the
di erent lepton species are chosen (see below). The measured values of the variables are compared to properly normalized reference distributions. For the identi cation of simulated events
reference distributions from Monte Carlo events are used, while for the identi cation of the
data, reference distributions from tagged data events are taken.
Two examples from Monte Carlo events are shown in g. 1. For the simulation we use
the Monte Carlo program BABAMC 2.0 [16] for Z0! e+ e events, KORALZ 3.8 and 4.0 [17]
for Z0! +  events and for  production and TAUOLA 1.5 and 2.4 [18] for  decays. The
detector is simulated using OPAL's GEANT-based program [19].
To obtain the data reference distributions it is necessary to get tagged samples of Z0! e+e ,
Z0! +  and Z0!  + events from data with high purity. These event samples were tagged
by making stringent cuts on the likelihood weights, evaluated using the Monte Carlo reference
distributions, as well as cuts on the total electromagnetic cone energy divided by the beam
energy and the total charged track cone momentum divided by the beam momentum. In each
event one cone is clearly identi ed as an electron, muon or  , respectively, and the opposite
cones were then available as relatively unbiased test samples of electron, muon or  cones. Note
that these test samples would also include LFV events. The impurities from wrong lepton pair
species are measured to be less than 0.1%.
These tagged event samples from data are also used for cross checks of the background shapes
calculated from Z0!  + Monte Carlo events and to derive the eciencies of the lepton cone
identi cation from data. In addition all reference distributions taken from simulated events
have been checked against the data distributions of tagged lepton pair events ( g. 2).
The di erences arising from the use of the Monte Carlo reference distributions for the
identi cation of Monte Carlo events and of the data reference distributions to identify the data
do not in uence the limits derived in this analysis, since the selection eciencies are calculated
largely from the tagged data event samples. As an exception, for the  channel,  reference
distributions from Monte Carlo events have been used where  !   decays are excluded
to avoid misidenti cation of Z0! +  events where one muon is misidenti ed as a  . This
signi cantly improves the separation between muon and  cones.
The weight wij (xi) that a cone was formed by a lepton of species j = e; ;  , based on the
distribution of the likelihood variable i = 1; Nvar with the measured value xi, is given by:
wij (xi )

=

j

fi (xi)

P j
f (xi)
j =e;; i

,

(1)

where fij (xi) is the normalized weight function given by the corresponding reference distribution.
The combined lepton avour likelihood weights Lj (x) are formed by multiplying the wij (xi)
obtained for each of the Nvar likelihood variables. After normalizing, one gets:
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Lj (x)

=

QNvar j
i=1 wi (xi) 
P QNvar j
i=1 wi (xi)
j =e;;

.

(2)

The distributions for the resulting likelihood weights for the di erent Monte Carlo channels
, Z0! +  and Z0!  + ) are shown in gs. 3a - 3c.

(Z0! e+ e

The most important cone variables which are used for the likelihood identi cation are listed
below.
For separation between all three lepton species:

 the total electromagnetic cone energy divided by the beam energy (xE )
 the electromagnetic energy associated to the track with highest momentum divided by
its momentum (E=p)

For separation of  from e or  :

 the number of hits in the last 3 layers of the hadron calorimeter and the 4 layers of the

muon chamber
 the weight for the matching of the charged track with the nearest reconstructed track in
the muon chambers
For separation of  from e or :

 the total charged track cone momentum divided by the beam momentum (xp)
For separation of e and :

 the average number of strips hit per layer of the hadron calorimeter
Because the variables xE and xp are strongly correlated to the variables from which the
limits are extracted in the next sections they have been used as a likelihood variable only for
the identi cation of  cones.

6 Selection of Z0!e Candidates
The following criteria are optimized to identify the cones as electron and muon, respectively,
and to suppress background, mainly from Z0!  + events:
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 electron cone identi cation
{ the electron likelihood weight must be greater than 80% and the  likelihood weight

less than 4%
{ the total charged track cone momentum must be greater than 10% of the beam
momentum, to suppress background from radiative Z0! +  events
{ the relative error on the total electromagnetic cone energy (E =E ) must be less than
6%

 muon cone identi cation
{ the muon likelihood weight must be greater than 90%
{ the relative error on the total charged track cone momentum (p=p) must be less
than 15%.

The eciency for selecting electron candidates from the preselected sample is measured
to be (77:7  1:0)%, while for muon candidates it is (94:1  1:0)%. The errors given are the
systematic errors determined in section 9.
Fig. 4 shows the nal 2-dimensional distribution of (E Ebeam)=E for the electron candidate
versus (p pbeam)=p for the muon candidate, for Z0!  + Monte Carlo and data. The signal
region is de ned to be the region within 3 standard deviations. Fig. 4a shows the distribution
for the expected background from Z0!  +  Monte Carlo events with the same cuts applied.
We found two events from the Z0!  + Monte Carlo in the signal region which corresponds,
after normalization to data, to 0.6 expected events. No events from Z0! e+e and Z0! + 
Monte Carlo were found inside the plotted region shown in g. 4. In the data distribution ( g.
4b) we nd no events within 3 standard deviations of the expected signal, resulting in a 95%
c.l. upper limit Ne of 3.0 events for a possible contribution from Z0!e decays.

7 Selection of Z0!e Candidates
The following criteria are optimized to identify the cones as electron and  , respectively and to
suppress the background, here from Z0! e+e and Z0!  + decays:

 electron cone identi cation
{ the electron likelihood weight must be greater than 95%
{ the total charged track cone momentum must be greater than 15% of the beam

momentum
{ the total cone energy which is not associated to the track with highest momentum
divided by the beam energy (Eelse =Ebeam ) must be less than 0.9
{ the centre of gravity of the most energetic electromagnetic cluster must point to a
lead glass block which has been properly calibrated with e+e events
9

{ the relative error on the total electromagnetic cone energy (E =E ) must be less than
6%

  cone identi cation
{ the  likelihood weight must be greater than 99.5% and the electron likelihood weight

{
{
{
{

must be less than 10 5
the total electromagnetic cone energy must be less than 70% of the beam energy
the total charged track cone momentum must be less than 70% of the beam momentum
Eelse =Ebeam must be less than 0.2
the track with the highest momentum must not be identi ed as an electron by the
measurement of the energy loss (dE /dx) and momentum in the jet-chamber.

The eciency for selecting electron candidates according to these requirements is measured
to be (68:4  1:0)%, while the eciency for selecting  candidates is (30:9  1:0)%.
Fig. 5a shows the total electromagnetic cone energy divided by the beam energy, xE , of the
electron candidates after all cuts. The dots represent the measured distribution from data, the
histogram shows the Monte Carlo distribution for Z0!  + events, normalized to the data.
Of this predicted Z0!  + background 95% comes from the decay  ! e . The dashed
histogram shows the shape of the expected signal. This distribution has been obtained from
tagged Z0! e+e data events after applying the electron cone identi cation cuts. From the
Z0! e+ e Monte Carlo we expect 4:1  1:7 background events in the whole data spectrum of
xE . No events from the Z0 ! +  Monte Carlo passed the Z0 !e selection cuts described
above.
To calculate the size of the signal the sum of the xE distributions from Z0!  + Monte
Carlo events and of the expected signal from tagged Z0! e+e data events and of the xed
scaled background from Z0! e+ e Monte Carlo events are tted to the data distribution. This
is done considering the statistical error of the data and the Monte Carlo distributions [21]. The
likelihood probability as a function of the number of signal events, shown in g. 6, is calculated.
The integration of the likelihood function yields a 95% c.l. upper limit Ne of 5.0 events (see
section 9) on a possible contribution from Z0!e decays. Fig. 5b shows the interesting region
around xE = 1:0 and, in addition, the dotted histogram of the predicted Z0!  + background
plus the 95% c.l. signal.

8 Selection of Z0! Candidates
In searching for Z0! we require one cone to be identi ed as a muon and the other as a 
decay. The following criteria must also be met to suppress the background from Z0! + 
and Z0!  +  decays:
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 muon cone identi cation
{ the muon likelihood weight must be greater than 99%
{ the barrel muon chambers must have at least one hit associated with the charged

track of the muon candidate
{ to ensure a good momentum resolution the relative error on the total charged track
cone momentum (p=p) must be less than 6.5% for the data from 1991 and 1992 and
less than 7.0% for the data from 1993 and 1994, depending on the data quality

  cone identi cation
{ the  likelihood weight must be greater than 90% and the muon likelihood weight

{
{
{
{

must be less than 10 6
no associated hits in the barrel muon chambers
the total charged track cone momentum must be greater than 2% and less than 95%
of the beam momentum
Eelse =Ebeam must be equal to 0 or greater than 0.02
the sum of xE and xp must be less than 0.95 or greater than 1.1.

The eciency for selecting muon candidates according to these requirements is measured
to be (55:1  1:0)%. For selecting  candidates we nd (44:7  1:0)%.
Fig. 7a shows the total charged track cone momentum divided by the beam momentum, xp,
of the muon candidates after all cuts. The dots represent the measured distribution from data
and the histogram shows the distribution from Z0!  + Monte Carlo events, normalized to
the data. Of this predicted Z0!  +  background 90% comes from the decay  !  . The
dashed histogram shows the shape of the expected signal. This distribution has been obtained
from tagged Z0! +  data events after applying the muon cone identi cation cuts. No events
from the Z0! e+e Monte Carlo passed the Z0! selection cuts described above. From the
Z0! +  Monte Carlo we expect 4:21:2 background events in the whole data spectrum of xp.
The extraction of the limits for the Z0! channel is similar to that for Z0!e . To calculate
the size of the signal the sum of the xp distributions from Z0!  + Monte Carlo events and of
the expected signal from tagged Z0! +  data events and of the xed scaled background from
Z0! +  Monte Carlo events are tted to the data distribution. This is done considering the
statistical error of the data and the Monte Carlo distributions [21]. The likelihood probability
as a function of the number of signal events, shown in g. 8, is calculated. The integration
of the likelihood function yields a 95% c.l. upper limit N of 9.9 events (see section 9) on a
possible contribution from Z0! decays. Fig. 7b shows the interesting region around xp = 1:0
and, in addition, the dotted histogram of the predicted Z0!  + background plus the 95%
c.l. signal.
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9 Systematic Studies and Eciency Calculation
Likelihood identi cation

All likelihood reference distributions obtained using Monte Carlo events have been checked
with tagged data events. Examples of these comparisons are shown in g. 2. The agreement
was found to be good but with some discrepancies. For the likelihood identi cation of the data
the reference distributions from tagged data events are used, except for the  channel where
 reference distributions from Monte Carlo events without  !   decays are used. The 
reference distributions including all  decays from Monte Carlo events have been checked with
tagged data events. No signi cant di erences have been found.

Systematic studies on the tting procedure
The Z0!e and Z0! limits were recalculated using several di erent binnings of the xE and

xp distributions, respectively. The variations in the calculated limits were found to be small,
as shown in table 1. The xE and xp intervals of the ts have also been varied. These changes
give no signi cant di erence in the t results.

40 bins 50 bins 60 bins 70 bins 80 bins 90 bins mean
e 95% c.l. limit 5.1
4.9
4.8
5.1
5.0
4.9
5.0
 95% c.l. limit
10.0
9.7
9.7
10.1
10.1
10.0
9.9
Table 1: 95% c.l. limits for the e and  channels, using di erent bin widths.
The mean values are used for the nal calculation of the 95% c.l. limits on the branching
ratios. 95% c.l. limits of 5.0 events in the e channel and of 9.9 events in the  channel are
found.

Check of the  spectra

The shapes of the xE distribution ( g. 9a) and of the xp distribution ( g. 9b) of  cones from
Monte Carlo events have been checked with tagged data events. No signi cant di erences have
been found which would in uence the limits obtained by using the Monte Carlo  spectra.

Eciency calculation
 Preselection eciencies

The lepton pair preselection eciencies in the region j cos ij < 0:68 are given in section 4.
Preselection eciencies for LFV events (xy ) would be expected to lie between those for
the corresponding like- avour lepton pair events (xx and yy ). This assumption has been
checked in a similar analysis. To be conservative in our calculation of the limits we use
the lower limits for the preselection eciencies: e = (90:2  0:1)%, e = (87:6  0:1)%
and  = (87:6  0:1)%.

 Lepton identi cation eciencies

The eciencies, after the preselection, measured in data with tagged events compared to
Monte Carlo with and without applying the tagging requirements are given in table 2.
The agreement between the tagged data and tagged Monte Carlo samples is satisfactory
with the exception of the  identi cation in the e channel. This di erence comes from
12

channel ID DATA tagged MC tagged
MC
eciencies
e
e
76:7  0:1
77:9  0:1 79:0  0:1 77:7  1:0
e

94:7  0:1
94:7  0:1 94:1  0:1 94:1  1:0
e
e
67:6  0:1
67:0  0:1 67:7  0:1 68:4  1:0
e

31:4  0:2
34:1  0:1 33:6  0:1 30:9  1:0


56:4  0:1
56:7  0:1 55:4  0:1 55:1  1:0


44:8  0:2
44:4  0:1 44:3  0:1 44:7  1:0
Table 2: Lepton identi cation eciencies in %.
the stringent requirement on the electron likelihood weight. The selection eciencies
from the tagged data events are corrected for the small bias introduced by the tagging
procedure. This bias is calculated using Monte Carlo events and is less than 1% (compare
column `MC' and `MC tagged' of table 2). This bias is taken as the systematic uncertainty
of the lepton identi cation eciencies. The nal corrected eciencies are given in the
`eciencies' column of table 2.
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10 Limits on Z0 Branching Ratios
In calculating limits on the lepton avour violating Z0 branching ratios, the 95% c.l. limits on
the numbers of signal events Nxy must be corrected for preselection eciencies xy and lepton
identi cation eciencies "x and "y . The numbers used for the limit calculations are summarized
in table 3.
channelxy Nxy
xy [%]
"x [%]
"y [%]
e
3.0 90:2  0:1 77:7  1:0 94:1  1:0
e
5.0 87:6  0:1 68:4  1:0 30:9  1:0

9.9 87:6  0:1 55:1  1:0 44:7  1:0
Table 3: Summary of numbers for the calculation of the limits.
Normalizing Nxy to the number of produced Z0 NZ0 in the same data sample one nds:
BR(Z0

! xy) < "  N" xy   N1 ,
x y xy
Z

(3)

0

where NZ0 = 2:748  106 is calculated from the identi ed Z0! +  events [15] inside
j cos j < 0:68, corrected for eciency and branching ratio [3]. Considering error propagation and incorporating all systematic uncertainties into the limits [22] we obtain the following
nal limits at the 95% con dence level:
BR(Z0

! e) < 1:7  10 6 ; BR(Z0 ! e ) < 9:8  10 6; BR(Z0 !  ) < 17:  10

6:

11 Conclusion
No evidence for lepton avour violating Z0 decays is found in any of the three searches described
in this paper. No candidate events are found in the Z0!e channel. The observed candidates
in the e and  channels are consistent with the expected background. The following limits
at the 95% con dence level have been found:

! e)
0
BR(Z ! e )
BR(Z0 !  )
BR(Z0

<
<
<

1:7  10
9:8  10
17:  10

6
6
6:

To obtain the limits on the branching ratios we made the usual assumption that the Z0 ! xy
(with x,y an unlike pairing of e,  or  ) events have the same angular distribution as the
Z0! + events. Although we quote limits on Z0 ! xy no assumption has been made that
the nal state is produced via a Z0 boson. Therefore, the limits apply equally well to any
reaction e+e ! xy.
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Figure 1: Reference distributions of the variables xE (a) and E=p (b), determined from Z0!
e+e , Z0! +  and Z0!  + Monte Carlo events.
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Figure 2: Reference distributions of the variables xE (a) and E=p (b) for Z0! e+e events,
determined from Monte Carlo (histograms) and from tagged data events (dots).
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Figure 3: Likelihood weights for Z0! e+e , Z0! +  and Z0!  + Monte Carlo samples.
Predicted distributions of electron (a), muon (b) and  (c) likelihood weights for each of the
three lepton species.
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Figure 4: Di erence between the total electromagnetic cone energy of the electron candidates
and the beam energy divided by the error on the energy versus the di erence between the total
charged track cone momentum of the muon candidates and the beam momentum divided by the
error on the momentum after the cuts for the e selection described in the text. Shown are the
one, two and three standard deviation contours. In (a) the distribution from Z0 !  +  Monte
Carlo events, with 3.6 times the data statistics, is shown and in (b) the data distribution.
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Figure 5: Distribution of xE of the electron candidates after all cuts for the e selection in data
(dots), in Z0!  +  Monte Carlo (histogram) and the shape of the expected signal of electron
cones from tagged Z0 ! e+e data events (dashed line). In (a) the entire xE distribution is
shown, while in (b) the interesting region around xE = 1 is shown. The level of the signal shape
is arbitrary in (a), while in (b) the Z0!  +  Monte Carlo plus the 95% c.l. signal is shown
as the dotted histogram.
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Figure 6: Likelihood as a function of the number of e events in the data sample for 70 bins.
The dashed line corresponds to the 95% c.l. limit on the number of Z0 !e events.
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Figure 7: Distribution of xp of the muon candidates after all cuts for the  selection in data
(dots), in Z0 !  +  Monte Carlo (histogram) and the shape of the expected signal of muon
cones from tagged Z0! +  data events (dashed line). In (a) the entire xp distribution is
shown, while in (b) the interesting region around xp = 1 is shown. The level of the signal shape
is arbitrary in (a), while in (b) the Z0!  + Monte Carlo plus the 95% c.l. signal is shown
as the dotted histogram.
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Figure 9: Energy distribution (a) and momentum distribution (b) of tagged Z0!  + events.
The Monte Carlo expectations are given as histograms and the data distributions as dots.
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